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Abstract 
In this paper, we answer a question raised by A. Urquhart, namely whether a polynomial 
simulation of three calculi for propositional formulae with = as the only connective extends 
to the general case with all usual connectives. The three calculi are resolution with limited ex- 
tension, a Gentzen calculus G and the same calculus extended by the analytic cut rule (called 
G,,). It is important that neither the Gentzen systems nor resolution are restricted to tree form. 
We show that p-simulations only exist between GXCut an d resolution with limited extension, but 
not between G and G,,, and between G and resolution with limited extension, respectively. 
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1. Introduction 
In this paper, we answer a question raised by Urquhart in [ 11, p. 4501. There, he 
shows that resolution with limited extension (RI,), a Gentzen system G based on the 
biconditional E as the only connective, and G extended by the analytic cut rule (G,,,t) 
can polynomially simulate (p-simulate) each other. In a G,,-proof of a sequent S, any 
cut formula must occur as a subformula of a formula in S. The analytic cut rule is 
a restriction of the usual cut rule, where the subformula property is obeyed. It is 
important that proofs in RI,, in G, and in G,,, are not restricted to tree form. 
At a first glance, the existence of p-simulations between the three calculi men- 
tioned above seems to be rather surprising. A closer look reveals the reason for these 
p-simulations: an application of the analytic cut rule can be easily simulated by the 
rules for = and by limited extensions. Since the given formula has - as the only 
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connective, any subformula occurs in positive and in negative polarity. This is important 
for a short simulation because the cut formula occurs in both polarities. The question 
is whether such a p-simulation extends to a Gentzen system with the usual connectives. 
We show that a p-simulation only exists between G,, and RI, (in both directions) 
but that p-simulations between G and GaCut and between G and RI, do not exist. 
We use a sequence (S,),,N of propositional formulae for which Urquhart proved in 
[lo] that any proof of S, in G has length exponential in n. 
The p-simulation of G,, by Rr, follows easily from the p-simulation of the full 
system G with cut by resolution with extension. Since the cut formula is already in 
the given formula, limited extension suffices to generate clauses needed to simulate the 
analytic cut rule. 
2. Definitions and notations 
We use the following sequent calculus G. In contrast o Gentzen’s original formula- 
tion in [5], rule applications are allowed at arbitrary places in the sequent. As a con- 
sequence, the exchange rule can be omitted. Let r, A, A, and Zi’ (possibly subscripted) 
denote sequences of formulae and let F denote a formula. 
The initial sequents (or the axioms) of G are F t F for any formula F. The inference 
rules for G are the logical rules and the structural rules without cut. G,, is the calculus 
extended by the cut rule. 
Logical rules: 
4,4&G FA rtA,,A,A2 rkA,,B,AZ 
C,(AAB),fitA 
Al 
rtr,,(AAB),A2 /lr 
G,A,G tA r,,B,r, t-d 
C,(AVB),GtA 
VI 
rtAl,A,B,Az 
rbA,,(AvB),A2 Vr 
f”,G tAl,A,Az C,B,r- tAl,Az +I fi,A,fitAl,B,Az 
G,(A -B),G tAl,A2 fi,r, tAd-4 -+B),A2 
+r 
fi,TztAl,A,Az fi,A,TZ tAl,Aa 
C,+TztAl,A2 
71 
fi,GtAl,-A,Az 
7r 
G,A,B,fitAl,A2 fi,GtAl,A,B,Az _l 
fi,(A=B),CtAl,Az 
fi,A,fitAl,B,Az fi,B,fitA~,A,Az 
fi,GtAl,(A=B),A2 
zr 
For all logical rules, A and B are called side formulae (or auxiliary formulae) and 
(A A B), (A V B), (A + B), -A, and (A = B) are called principal formulae of the corre- 
sponding A, V, -+, 1, and = rules. 
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Structural rules: 
Weakening: 
r,, r2 k A rtAl,Az 
fi,A,fitA 
WI 
lYA,,A,A2Wr 
A is called the weakening formula. 
Contraction: 
fi,A,T2,-4r, tAcl 
rl,4r2,r3 hi 
rt4,4&AAcr 
rtAl,A,&,& 
Cut: 
A is called the cut formula. 
A G-proof of a sequent S from a set of sequents d = {Al,. . . ,A,,,} is defined to be 
a sequence of sequents Si , . . . ,S, such that the following hold. 
(i) S=S,, and 
(ii) for any iE{l,... ,n},Si is either an axiom, or Si is an element of &, or Si is 
derived from sequents Sk,S[, k, 1 <i, by a rule of inference. 
The elements of zd are called non-logical axioms. If no element of ~4 is used in 
the G-proof CI of S from &, then c1 is called a G-proof of S. 
An application of the cut rule in a G-proof of t-F is called analytic iff the cut 
formula is a subformula of F. G,, is the calculus G extended by the analytic cut 
rule. Observe that the analytic cut rule obeys the subformula property. 
The length of a G-proof ~1, denoted by 1~11, is defined to be the number of sequents 
occurring in CI. l
A clause is a disjunction of literals. The empty clause is denoted by q . Since dis- 
junction is associative and commutative, we can neglect the order of literals in the 
clause. 
Let Cbe a clause ofthe form lN,V...V7NnVqV...VPp, where N,,...,N,,Pl,...,P, 
are atoms. The sequent notation of C is Ni, . . . , N, F PI,. . . , Pp. 
Let C be a clause of the form LVL V Cl, where L is a literal and Cl denotes a clause. 
Then L V Cl is called a factor of C. Furthermore, let C =A V Cl and D= 1A VDI be 
two clauses, where C,,Dl denote clauses. Then Ci VDi is a resolvent of the two parent 
clauses C and D upon the literal pair (A, 1A). 
A resolution proof (R-proof) of a clause C from a set of input clauses is defined 
to be a sequence of clauses Cl,. . . , C,, such that the following hold. 
(i) C=C,,, and 
(ii) for any iE{l,..., n}, Ci is either an input clause or is a factor of a clause Ck, 
k <i, or is a resolvent of two clauses Ck, Cl, k, 1 <i. 
’ This length measure is sufficient for analytic propositional systems. If G,t is used then the number of 
character occurrences in a has to be used. 
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Table 1 
The clauses for the subformulae 
Subformula G Clauses for G 
-H, where H is not atomic 
HVI 
HAI 
H+I 
HEI 
1LG v 1LH. LG v LH 
-LG V LH V 4, LG V 7LH, LC V-L1 
-LG v LH, d_G v L/, LG v +j v-d/ 
TLGV~LHVL/, LGVLH, LGV-LI 
d&-v+,vL/, dGVLf,V+, 
&VLf,VL/, LCvdHv+ 
The length of an R-proof a, denoted by 1~1, is defined to be the number of clauses 
occurring in ~1. 
We consider the concept of limited extension [ 1,7,9]. Let F be a formula and let 
C(F) be the set of all subformulae of F. Furthermore, let ZL(F) be the set of atomic 
subformulae of F and their negations. For each element G in Z(F)\CL(F), a globally 
new label Lo is introduced. For each element G in CL(F), Lo = G. For any subformula 
G of the form A oB, a definition Lo -(LA o LB) is introduced resulting in a set 9 of 
definitions. Any of these definitions is transformed into clause form resulting in at most 
four clauses. 
Table 1 summarizes the different possibilities. For a formula F, let 6(F) denote the 
set of clauses resulting from this transformation. We define a proof of a formula F in 
resolution with limited extension as follows. A proof of F in resolution with limited 
extension (or an RI,-proof of F) is an R-proof of LF from the input clause set 6(F). 
Let F be a formula. The length of F, denoted by IFI, is defined to be the number 
of occurrences of connectives and atoms in F. The length of a label Lo is defined to 
be ]GI + 1. 
Remark 1. Structure-preserving or definitional translations into clause form [2,3,6] are 
a more common name for limited extension used in the field of Automated Deduction. 
For a simulation of the analytic cut rule by limited extension, it will be important that 
equivalences are used in the definitions. In the field of Automated Deduction, it is often 
recommended to optimize the result of the translation with respect to the length of the 
resulting normal form. More precisely, it is often recommended to use only “one side” 
of the equivalence if the formula being abbreviated occurs in one polarity only. 2 But 
then, analytic cuts cannot be simulated in general by limited extension (see [4] for a 
detailed discussion of the consequences in first-order logic). 
It is well-known that the length of 6(F) is polynomially related to the length of F. 
Moreover, F is a tautology iff LF is derivable from the clause set of 6(F) by resolution. 
* Formulae under an equivalence sign occur in both polarities by definition. 
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3. Main result 
In the following, we use an infinite sequence (E2,. . . , E,, t EI),,~N of sequents first 
defined in [lo]. Any of these sequents has length 0(n2). Urquhart showed that ev- 
ery G-proof of such a sequent contains at least a super-polynomial (with respect 
to n) number of sequents. Moreover, there exist short G,,-proofs of the same se- 
quent. Besides these two results, we do not need details of the formulae El,. . . , E, and 
we will therefore omit their definition. From Urquhart’s sequents E2,. . . , E, 1 El, we 
construct formulae S, of the form (r\lz2 Ej)+El. A G-proof of tS, contains O(n) 
more sequents than a G-proof of E2,. . . , E, t El. 
Lemma 2 (Urquhart [lo]). Every G-proof of the sequent E2,. . . ,E, t-El contains at 
least 2” distinct sequents, where m=(n - 1)/16. 
Lemma 3 (Urquhart [lo]). There exist Gcut-proofs of the sequent 
E2,...,E,,tE, 
which contain 0(n6) sequents. 
It is important that the length of the cut formulae in a short G,,-proof is polynomial 
in n. 
We modify the proving task as follows. First, we select a shortest G,,-proof “/ of 
t S,. Assume that y contains k > 0 distinct cut formulae Cl,. . . , ck. We make all cuts 
in y analytic, i.e., we add a new formula which has as subformulae all cut formulae 
Cl,..., Ck occurring in y. Let A,, be the conjunction of these cut formulae. Then P+A, 
is the new formula which we add to S,, where P is a globally new propositional 
variable. 
Definition 4. Let P +A, be defined as above. Then, es,, is as follows: 
es, = (P-+A,)+S,. 
By this simple manipulation, we have an additional formula P-A,, which seems 
to be completely worthless because this formula contains a pure atom P without a 
resolution partner. If we apply the traditional form of a translation of a formula to 
clause form, i.e., no new propositional variables are introduced, any resulting clause 
(from P--+A,) has such a pure literal. As a consequence, all these clauses can be 
removed without any (negative) effect on resolution proof length. Things change if 
we apply limited extension or if we allow analytic cuts. In the latter case, additional 
cuts with cut formulae from P+A, are possible resulting in a short G,,t-proof of 
teS,. Since resolution with limited extension can p-simulate Gacut, there exists a short 
RI,-proof of es,. Therefore, we have both, a short RI,-proof of the formula es,, and a 
short G,,,-proof of teS,. This does however not imply that there exist short G-proofs 
of teS,! 
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Lemma 5. Any G-proof of teS, has length super-polynomial in n. 
Proof. There are two possible inferences by which the formula Q= (P+A,) can be 
introduced into a G-proof &,, namely wl and -+ 1. We first eliminate all occurrences 
of Q introduced by + 1. Then, all occurrences of Q introduced by wl are eliminated. 
The resulting proof & is a G-proof of KS, and the length of &, is super-polynomial 
in n. 
Step 1. Q is introduced by -+ 1. Omit from &, any WY inference with weakening 
formula P. The resulting sequence of sequents is not a correct G-proof but we correct 
it in the following. First, any cr inference with contraction formula P is omitted. Next, 
the incorrect + 1 inferences with principal formula Q are considered. Select the first 
incorrect + I inference. If there is no such inference, then go to Step 2. Otherwise, 
this inference has the following form: 
. . ..(r.,rztd’) ,..., (fi,A,,fikA’) . . . . (fi,P+A,,Gt-A’) ,... 
If we prefer a tree-oriented notation of an inference, we have the 
r,,r, I- A’ rl,An,r2 t A’ 
r,,P+A,,& k A’ 
+l 
following: 
A’ is obtained from A by omitting all occurrences of P. We replace this inference by 
wl with weakening formula Q. What we get is the following: 
. . . . (rl,r2kd’) ,..., (fi,P+A,,fitA’),... 
Again, the tree-oriented notation of an inference is as follows: 
r,,r, t A’ 
T,,P+A,, fi 1 A’ 
wl 
Changing all incorrect -+I inferences in this way results in a correct G-proof of t- es,, 
where all occurrences of Q are introduced by wl. The length of this G-proof is not 
greater than the length of & because some inferences are omitted and the replaced 
inferences do not cause any increase of length. 
Step 2. Omit all wl introducing Q, and adjust the proof by omitting all contrac- 
tions upon Q and all inferences with side formula Q. Since all occurrences of Q are 
introduced by wl, tS, is derived. 
Now, we have a G-proof & of k S, and I& 1 d Ic#J; I. The result follows from 
Lemma 2. 0 
Theorem 6. G neither p-simulates RI, nor Gwut. 
In the following, we show that p-simulations of Ri, by G,,, and vice versa exist. The 
first p-simulation is shown below. The second one follows easily from the p-simulation 
of the full system GcUt (i.e., G with CM ) t by resolution with extension. Since the cut 
formula is already in the given formula, limited extension suffices to generate clauses 
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needed to simulate the analytic cut rule. Recall that G-proofs are not restricted to tree 
form. 
Let S be a sequent. The expanded form of S, denoted by SeXP, is obtained by 
replacing any label Lo by the formula G. Let a be a G-proof. The expandedform of M, 
denoted by cleXP, is obtained by replacing any sequent S in c1 by its expanded form 
Assume we have an RI,-proof r of a formula F. r can be converted to a GzUt-proof 
of F in three steps. 
Step 1. The RI,-proof r can be viewed as a G CUt-proof of LF from 6(F) by using 
the sequent notation of clauses. The non-logical axioms correspond to clauses obtained 
by applying limited extension to F. Let yr be this G,,-proof of k LF. 
Step 2. Replace in yi all labels Lo defining a subformula G by G itself, i.e., build 
the expanded form of yi. All inferences in the resulting G,,Ut-proof y2 remain correct. 
In particular, cuts with cut formula Lo for a subformula G of F are transformed into 
analytic cuts with cut formula G. The G acut-proof y2 derives t-F from non-logical 
axioms A’ ,, . . . ,A;, where Ai is obtained from Aj by replacing any label of the form 
Lo by G. The length of y2 equals the length of yi. 
Step 3. Replace any non-logical axiom of the form Ni,. . . ,N, k PI,. . . , Pp by a 
G-proof of this sequent. Note that these proofs always exist. Any such G-proof is 
short because we only have to prove clauses introduced by limited extensions and we 
allow axioms to be of the form G t- G, where G is not restricted to an atomic formula. 
As a consequence, we get the following theorem. 
Theorem 7. G,,, p-simulates RI, and vice versa. 
Let us consider the following example to illustrate the above transformation. 
Example 8. Let F = (A A B) +A. Limited extension applied to F yields the following 
six clauses: 
c, = +,,B v A 
c2 = +,z,,,B v B 
C3=4AAB V -A V -B 
C4 = ELF V ~LAAB VA 
c5 = LF v LAAB 
Ce=,+vTA 
The label LF is derived from d(F) by resolution as follows: 
c6, cl, LFV7LAAB, CS, LFVLF, LF 
Step 1. The G,,-proof yi of t LF is then as follows: 
(A ~-LF), (LAAB~A), (LA/\B~--LF), U- LF,LAABL (E LF,LF), P LF) 
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Step 2. The G,,,t-proof y2 of I- F is as follows: 
(AtF), (AABkA), (AABt-F), (E F,AAB), (t F,F), (k F) 
Step 3. The G,,t-proofs of the three non-logical axioms are straightforward. As an 
example, we show the proof of the expanded form of the non-logical axiom ~-L,c, LAA~, 
i.e., a proof of t(A A B)+A, A A B: 
(AABt-AAB),(Ar\Bl-A,A/IB),(I-(AAB)+A,AAB) 
4. Conclusion 
We have shown that the restriction to formulae with z as the only connective is es- 
sential for Urquhard’s result of the p-simulation of G, Gacut, and RI,. For propositional 
formulae without this restriction, G,, and RI, p-simulate each other, but G is a weaker 
system with respect to p-simulation. For some classes of propositional formulae, any 
G-proof is super-polynomial in the length of the input formula, but there exist poly- 
nomial G,,,- or RI,-proofs. 
We used a rather strong variant of a sequent calculus, namely a sequent calculus 
where the form of the proof is not restricted to tree form and where the logical axioms 
are not restricted to the form A k A for an atom A. Hard formulae for the more usual 
tree-like cut-free sequent calculi (like T, in [l]) cannot be used in our context, simply 
because there exist short G-proofs for these formulae. 
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